LT. OPERATE 2

CR1 GREEN LT. OPERATE 1

POWER

LT. PEAK

CR2 RED LT. GAIN 1

LT. GAIN 2

GND 1

LT. FET GATE

LT. DC CONT.

LT. -15V

RT. OPERATE 1

CR3 GREEN RT. OPERATE 2

RT. PEAK

CR4 RED RT. GAIN 1

RT. GAIN 2

GND 2

RT. FET GATE

RT. DC CONT.

RT. -15V

R3 3.3k
1/2W 5%

R1 1k

S1A ON

S1A OFF

R2 1k

S2A ON

S2A OFF

COMPRRESSOR

COMPRRESSOR

D1N A 032791 A
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